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Welcome to this post-Summit report.
Firstly, we're sorry you couldn't join us in Liverpool for the Major Events Summit,
but planning is underway right now for the 5th Edition which we aim to hold in
Birmingham UK.
Secondly, below is an overview of the Summit plus some additional content in
the form of a short report. It is a walkthrough of the 2 days, the programme, a
list of the Games Agencies involved in the Summit and how to access the
presentations.
Finally, at the end of the report you will find a list of key dates for the next couple
of months so you can check which ones you wish to be involved with.
Once again, we're sorry you missed a great couple of days. We hope you find this report useful and please
do pass it on to contacts who may be interested in this great sector we all contribute to.

Dennis Mills
CEO, Major Events International

				

London 16th July

Save the Date for the 2019 Summit 26th & 27th June
Click here to register your interest now

THE 2019 COPY MAJOR EVENTS HANDBOOK IS AVAILABLE
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Other than the organisation of competitions themselves, the key
imperative which impacts on the successful delivery of
international high-profile sports events will always relate to the
management of procurement. With deadlines measured in
seconds and not days, the compressed delivery schedules can
quickly become overwhelming. Late definition of requirements,
and often re-definition, are cost and risk enhancing challenges
which unfortunately seem to happen too often. The
organisational issues alone cannot be underestimated, and this
Summit aimed to play a role in knowledge transfer.
We are fully aware that there is always a desire to “buy locally” but these companies may sometimes lack
recent Games experience or even surge capacity to ensure successful delivery. Early and consistent
engagement with international experienced companies can help Games delivery. Our MEI market visits
are designed to help with this as well as our role in supporting Government programmes. The “Business of
Sport” and our Supplier Engagement Programme are important contributions to helping with Games
mobilisation and Legacy but we have some way to go with some Games organisers to remove their
reluctancy to engage with expert commercial companies and access their knowledge and experience. This
Summit is the manifestation of the overall approach and one objective is building confidence through
constructive dialogue.
Through the ‘Olympic Agenda 2020 and The New Norm’, the International Olympic Committee has set in
place mechanisms to reduce cost of Games delivery. Considerable work is also being conducted on both
Sustainable Procurement and continued re-examination of the definition of Legacy. We are delighted that
representatives from the Winter Olympics were in attendance at the Summit and grateful for the interest
of other IOC representatives who were unable to attend this year. Their work will have a positive impact
on perceptions of potential host cities if their businesses, wider public and local political parties see these
events as being less risky and costly than in the past.
The Commonwealth Games Federation have also reviewed all aspects of their operations and objectives
and are implementing significant change. As we heard from other prestigious international event
organiser CEOs, there is a new culture of seeking radical improvement in how the hosting of major sports
events are delivered and ensuring the widest possible footprint of
benefits is achieved. Some of the CEOs have articles in our Major
Events Handbook 2018. Well worth a read for those who want a
better understanding of these initiatives.
For the commercial companies at the Summit, by highlighting their
previous experience, the “buyer” community will become more
familiar with their value and potential contribution. Major Events is a
“people” and “trust” environment and the programme put together
has been constructed to facilitate as much appropriate contact
between the host agencies and companies as possible. B2B
relationships are also just as important and we encourage
attendees to find ways of working together now the Summit is
over.
In conclusion, through the Summit we all had the opportunity, to
take the initiative and help successfully deliver games and develop
new relationships as a single, coherent professional community.

SUMMIT OVERVIEW
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From 26th - 28th June, Major Events International (MEI) joined the International Business Festival (IBF) in
Liverpool to host the MEI Summit. Some of the most significant senior decision makers in hosting sports
events were present along with some of the leading suppliers into the most iconic market globally, major
sports events. We joined by experts from Australia, USA, Canada, Peru, Japan, Qatar, and many European
countries.
Pre-Summit: A selection of international guests, VIP event organisers and Summit sponsors gathered at the
Beatles Museum for a guided tour and some welcome drinks.
Presentations & briefings: The Summit content began with a visionary and moving overview by the CEO
of the Invictus Games in Sydney. Other presentations over the 2 days included CEOs or key staff covering:
Cricket World Cup England & Wales 2019, Pan & Para Pan American Games Lima 2019, Netball World Cup
England 2019, Tokyo 2020, Rugby League World Cup England 2021, Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth
Games, Paris 2024 and legacy reflections from the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games 2018, Interpol
Project Stadium, World Rallycross and an overview of Qatar. An opportunity to hear their vision and plans,
thoughts on procurement and how suppliers can add value were much appreciated.
Workshops: Continuing on from previous years, the sector-specific workshops proved to be a productive
and collaborative way to discuss how the industry is evolving,
suppliers approach the market place and what innovations and
• 10 Briefings by organising committees
new solutions are emerging.
& international federations
• 3 Sector workshops
Closed-door sessions: We also ran a variety of closed-door
sessions for event organisers, covering procurement best practice, • 1 Expert panel
lessons and trends for Games delivery, and the chance for expert • 4 Post workshop cross
sector debriefs
suppliers to demonstrate a range of services and solutions.
Panel: It was great to hear from a multi-industry panel covering lessons and trends in major events
including GL Events, SOS Global Express, Rapiscan Systems and Nielsen Sport & Entertainment. Facilitated
by Edmond Wood of MEI, an open discussion with the panellists and questions from the audience covered
a wide range of topics.
Awards Dinner: Once again the Annual Awards Dinner proved to be very popular and was held at Anfield
Stadium, the home of Liverpool FC. Congratulations to all winners and thanks again to Touch of Ginger who
designed and produced the commemorative Athletics Baton award.
Special thanks: We are grateful to Steve Rotheram, the Metro Mayor of the Liverpool City Region for
making some welcome remarks and Jamie Carragher the former Liverpool captain and England
international for coming to mix with the delegation. Also, thanks to Wyn Fanshawe of Capture the Event for
the VIP photographic commemorative gifts which were well received.
Major Events Handbook: This year's edition proved to be the most successful yet with a VIP address from
the President of the Lima 2019 Pan American Games and thought pieces from; Cricket World Cup 2019,
Commonwealth Games Federations, International Olympic Committe, EY Japan, FISU, Invictus Games
Sydney, GAISF, World Archery and the International Paralympic Committee. You are entitled to your own
hard copy and you will also get an e-version soon and this can be distributed as widely as you see fit.
Plans for the 2019 Summit: Given the Commonwealth Games are heading to Birmingham in 4 years, we're
keen to host our Major Events Summit in this growing sport city. As we head to the 5th edition in 2019, the
model continues to adapt but with the fundamentals remaining the same and in a proven format which
seeks to help every delegate regardless of their role.

INITIATIVES STEMMING - 2018
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•

Due to the range and experience of those present, the closed sessions for Games organisers were a
great success. We will engage in close dialogue with them to ensure we meet their needs for the 2019
Summit

•

The number of delegates will remain between 120 - 150

•

We have refreshed the Events Calendar based on your feedback. The only significant change relates to
the UK Sports and Venues Summit (open to International delegates) will now be held on the 15th
November with the Member and Partner Symposium preceding this on 14th November. It will be held
at the London Stadium on the Olympic Park, including a stadium tour and networking dinner

•

Growing the network is beneficial to all so we are open to hear about who you think should also be
invited to a future event or to join the network

•

There has been a lot of positive feedback about the input at the Summit from the MEI Associates. We
aim to strengthen the routine coordination between them to find ways they can support organisations
such as yours. We will grow the numbers of this major events network and only work with the best in
the Industry

Finally, the Summit is now increasingly seen as the single place to develop best practice by spending quality
time together with such a diverse range of backgrounds and interests.
As always, we welcome your feedback and or questions.

We hope you can join us in Birmingham for the 2019 edition on 26th & 27th June.
“I think what’s different about this Summit is bringing
people together and the ability to network, all in one place
and have it all organised for you”.
Jon Dutton, Chief Executive for Rugby League World Cup
2021
"You need to be here. This is the place to be. There isn't an event,
that I know of, where you get all these senior people in one room
at the same time so it really is an opportunity not to be missed.”
Joe Ryan, Managing Director, RD Health & Safety
"It was my first time and I found the presentations and networking
invaluable. I have already sent off some follow ups for event training
support and hopeful of generating new relationships with
organisations within and outside of the UK.”
Steve Laws, Director, Safe & Trained
“It gave a chance to be in a conversation as opposed to here’s just
another presentation or sales pitch and I think that’s the way
I think these things are far more effective”.
Neil Carney, Project Director for Birmingham Commonwealth
Games 2022
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PROGRAMME

day one | WEDNESDAY 27 JUNE
09:00 - 09:30
09:30 - 09:45

09:45 - 10:15

10:15 - 10:30

Delegate registration & networking
Introduction to the Summit
Dennis Mills, CEO of MEI

Planning and Delivering Bespoke Events
Patrick Kidd, CEO Invictus Games, Sydney 2018

Steve Rotheram,
Metro Mayor of the Liverpool City Region

10:30 - 11:15

Lessons and Trends on supplying into major events
Expert Member suppliers from Overlay, Event Services, Technology &
Fan Engagement and Safety & Security

11:15 - 11:45

Coffee & Networking

11:45 - 13:00
Closed Session 1

11:45 - 12:15
Steve Elworthy, Managing
Director, Cricket World Cup 2019

Introductions and identification
of common challenges and
opportunities

12:15 - 12:30
Linda Apelt, Trade & Investment
Queensland

For event organisers only

12:30 - 13:00
Michael Roberts, Interpol Project
Stadia
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PROGRAMME

day one | WEDNESDAY 27 JUNE
13:00 - 14:00

14:00 - 15:00

Lunch &
Capability Stand VIP Meetings
Closed Session 2
Procurement Best Practice
What are the key learning points
for all to take away?

Sector Workshops
1. Overlay, Technology & Fan
Engagement
2. Event Services
3. Safety & Security
What are the 3 top tips for all
future major event hosts to
consider in order to reduce their
delivery risk and budget?

15:00 - 15:15

Prepare Feedback

15:15 - 15:45

Coffee and Networking

15:45 - 16:30

Sector groups briefing and open discussion

16:30 - 17:00

Paris 2024 Olympic & Paralympic Games Overview
Lambis Konstantinidis, Director of Planning and Coordination

18:00

Coaches depart for Liverpool Football Club

18:00 - 19:00

Pre-dinner drinks reception & Photo opportunity with
the European Cup

19:00 - 22:00

Awards Dinner
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PROGRAMME

day TWO | THURSDAY 28 JUNE
09:00 - 09:30

Delegate registration & networking

09:30 - 10:00

Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games Briefing
Neil Carney, Project Director Birmingham 2022
Commonwealth Games

10:00 - 11:00

Closed Session 3

Spot Briefings

Games lessons from a supplier
perspective

Wales Rally GB
Ben Taylor, Managing Director,
International Motor Sports

Top tips from expert suppliers
across key sectors

Qatar Update
Tilman Engel, Managing Director,
Sports Business Consulting
Netball World Cup 2019 UK
Jane Bown, Head of Operations,
Netball World Cup 2019

11:00 - 11:30

Coffee & Networking

11:30 - 12:00

International Olympic Committee Perspective
Facilitated by João Saravia, Executive Director in the Dissolution phase
of Rio 2016 and former Procurement Director

12:00 - 12:30

Rugby League World Cup 2021 Briefing
Jon Dutton, CEO RLWC 2021
Q&A
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PROGRAMME

day TWO | THURSDAY 28 JUNE
12:30 - 13:30
13:30 - 14:30

Lunch & Capability Stand VIP meetings
Closed Session 4
Common challenges for event
mobilisation and crisis
management
Facilitated by Peter Ashwin, ERM
Solutions/MEI Associate
&
Contributed by Dr David Rubens,
Deltar T-S/MEI Member

14:30 - 15:15

Discussion groups: Meet future games organisers
Tokyo 2020
Lima Pan American
Games 2019

15:15 - 16:00

Games and Procurement
opportunity overview
Carlos Lazarte, Head of
Operations & Jaime Reusche,
Special Advisor to CEO Pan
American Games Lima 2019

Invictus Games 2018
Cricket World Cup 2019
Netball World Cup 2019

Commonwealth Games
2022
Rugby League World Cup
2021

Tokyo 2020 Procurement Update
Akifumi Okada, Senior Director supporting Tokyo 2020
Open discussion and Q & A

16:00 - 16:15

Final discussion and future activity dates briefing
Missions, Summits and social events overview

ATTENDEE CONTRIBUTIONS
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Accessibility and Universal Design at Major Games & Events
Marnie Peters, Founder, Marnie Peters Consulting
Major games and events often include reference to Sustainability, Legacy and
Inclusion. In order to truly achieve sustainability, leave a legacy and be inclusive
of the overall community, it is imperative to address accessibility and universal
design at the outset of any games or event preparations.
Accessibility is one of the few disciplines that touches each and every element
of Games and Event delivery: from facility design and management, security,
transportation, food services, to temporary housing, communication, signage +
wayfinding and everything in between.
The legacy of the Games or Event is often the infrastructure that is left behind.
To achieve sustainability, there must be accessibility of the facilities so as to be usable by the whole community,
whether it is mothers and children, older persons or young future athletes and para-athletes. This sustainable legacy
is also what drives inclusion, as para-sports can change societies perceptions and attitudes about the abilities of
persons with a range of disabilities.
As a Paralypmic and World Champion who has lived the major games experience, and who is also an Internationally
Certified Accessibility Consultant, it was my pleasure to have had the opportunity to speak to the MEI Summit
participants about the importance of accessibility and universal design in achieving a successful major games or
event.

Wyn Fanshawe, Director
My goal for attending this year’s Major Events Summit was to better
understand the challenges that major event operators are facing and
the circumstances in which each might consider the introduction of
relevant new innovations and services. It was clear that such
challenges include:
•
•
•
•
•

Increasing impacts and return on investment beyond just economic benefits, especially for host cities,
countries, national governing bodies and sponsors;
Minimising financial risk and exposure whilst delivering a high quality experience for all participants;
The importance of early and thorough project planning & collaboration to improve safety & security, especially
with the growing threat of cyber terrorism;
The constantly changing world of digital technology in engaging more deeply with existing and new audiences,
and
How to deliver and quantify a genuine ‘legacy dividend’.

From these outcomes we now have a much better idea of how to present a unique proposition to major event
owners in a way can be central to their commercial and marketing priorities and activities.

ATTENDEE CONTRIBUTIONS
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Tim Otter, Chief Executive, Lutra Associates
At the summit I was asked to address the closed session for Event Organizers about CBRN.
The headlines are: Chemical biological radiological and nuclear is a nasty, persistent and
expensive subject. It’s a threat of choice. The cost of ignoring it will be enormous, dwarfing
that of preparing for it and it does not go away. There are no bed clothes to pull over your
head.
The threat is changing to include; new and homemade agents, assassination attacks and
professional state as well as amateur users. Events such as; the attempted assassinations
of the Skripals in Salisbury, the assassinations of Kim Jong Nam at KUL and of Litvinenko
in London and finally Syria, show CBRN is a complex subject and that many of the recent
developments render most risk assessments and much official security and recovery advice obsolete if not downright
dangerous.... read more

Dennis Mills, CEO, MEI
During one of the closed sessions for event organisers, I asked Tim Otter, in less than 3 minutes, to explain why all of
us need to have some understanding of the risks from CBRN (Chemical, Biological, Radioactive and Nuclear). Whilst
totally accepting this is not core business for most of us, by a long way, the impact of this risk on any crowded place
is colossal. UK has now faced two such incidents and at the time of writing, the Japan attacks in 1994 and 1995 have
now been concluded.

Dr David Rubens, CEO, Deltar T-S Ltd
The Major Events International Summit is always one of the highlights of the
year, and is unfailing in its ability to bring together people from across the globe,
and involved in all aspects of major events planning, management and delivery.
The benefit to Deltar is that not only are all of the people at the Summit experts
in their own rights, and therefore interesting to talk to, but everyone is also
aware that it is a business conference, and there is a genuine openness about
the
willingness to talk business – not in an inappropriate or over-the-top manner,
but in the recognition that everyone at the event has the ability to offer their
specialist skills and capabilities in order to support event planners and managers
in developing and delivering world-class events.
The Major Event International Summit was a natural place for Deltar Training to announce the launch of a UKgovernment endorsed ‘Level 5 Qualification in the Planning and Management of Major Events’. The announcement
brought immediate interest from many of the participants in the Summit, and we have already begun discussions
with a number of people as to how that programme can be utilised to support their own event management efforts.

"The quality of the people I've met has quite amazed me"
Bruce Poston, Head of Sales, HumanForce
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Jane Moran, Sales Director
The MEI summit is a wonderful opportunity for Touch of
Ginger to interact with fellow major event experts outside
of the business to compare and discuss issues we are
facing as an industry on a regular basis.
The MEI team always create and put together a wonderful annual event which we have been involved with
for many years. The team has introduced us to some major international players in the industry which has
resulted in winning some key contracts. I would highly recommend being involved with MEI and attending
the Summit.

Andrew Hodson Business Development Director
The MEI Summit is a natural fit for CSM Live, as it gives us the
opportunity to meet face to face and get genuine quality time with
some of the event industry’s biggest decision-makers.
By pursuing a value in kind relationship we get the chance to entertain
prospective and existing clients against a backdrop that we have created, giving a small glimpse of the quality of what we are able to deliver.
By keeping the Summit to a relatively small number of attendees it means we all get the chance to meet
and engage with the people we want to see, rather than have to fight against hundreds to be seen and
heard. Also the active involvement in round table discussions and presentations that Dennis encourages are
a great way of gaining recognition amongst our peers and customers alike.
In three years of involvement with the MEI Summit we have developed some very fruitful relationships,
with at least one major new international contact coming out of each one – and that’s all it takes to make it
worthwhile!

"It's an event we have to make and certainly plan on
being here and being a part of it for many more years to
come"
Steve Gruning, VP Global Sales & Marketing, SOS Global

“It’s much more of an intimate setting and gives people an
opportunity to engage with the speakers”.
Linda Apelt, Agent-General for Queensland in the United Kingdom
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ATTENDEE CONTRIBUTIONS
Sector Specific Workshops

One of the key elements of the Major Events Summit are the sector specific workshops..
Everyone is divided into their sectors, locked in a room, handed some questions and encouraged to chat for
an hour about the questions. Everyone opened with the same question, “what are the top 3 tips, based on
experience of past games, you can offer to event planners who need to reduce cost and programme
delivery risk?” before being asked more specific questions about their own experience.
Each workshop had a chairman and a feedback delegate who fed back to everyone else - including the
games organisers and host cities. This allowed cross sector discussion and provided a chance for games
organisers and committees to hear from the suppliers about the challenges they face and best practice for
the future.

Special thanks for the sector facilitators;

•

Customer care/ satisfaction
can never be overlooked

•

The application of safety &
security must be
proportionate to risk

•

Huge emphasis on the
intelligent client and how
much easier a contract can be
when one is found

Technology, Fan Engagement &
Overlay;
Chair: Andrew Hodson, CSM Live
Feedback: Jack Stafford, And
Architects

Event Services;
Chair: Andy Hampshaw,
The Appointment Group
Feedback: Len Olender,
Vianden Group

Safety & Security;
Chair: Ken Scott, SGSA
Feedback: Sean Cunningham,
Control Risks
•

Communication
collaboration to maintain a
level of trust

•

Deep understanding of the
market

•

Ensure everyone knows
what they’re signing up to

Sector specific workshop distribution
Technology, Fan
Engagement &
Overlay

Event
Services

•

Programme management
is key - the more you plan
ahead the more successful
you'll be

•

Shared resources have been
prone to lack of IOC
involvement, however it’s
going into new plans for
Olympic delivery

•

Don’t look at the event in
isolation key resources can be
picked up from other major or
local events

Safety &
Security

SUMMIT AWARD WINNERS
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Outstanding Contribution to Event
Travel Management Services
The Appointment Group

Most Active Conference & Expo Partner
Event Production Show

Best Executive Travel Solutions
Air Partner

Best Innovation in Crowd Resilience
Krowdthink

Best Commitment to Sustainability in
Supply of Event Infrastructure & Overlay
GL Events UK

Most Innovative Contribution to Event
Marketing
Capture the Event

Significant Contributions to Event Safety
RD Health & Safety

Outstanding Government Agency
Support to the MEI Network
Trade & Investment Queensland

Fan Engagement Agency of the Year
Beyond 90

Best Event WiFi Supplier
Max WiFi

Outstanding Contribution to
International Events Services
Vianden Group

Most Innovative Solution for Temporary
Structures
C6(n)
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Games Agencies Involved
Organisation

First name

Last name

Role

Paris 2024

Lambis

Konstantinidis Director of Planning and Coordination

Paris 2024

Fabrice

Lacroix

Chief Finance Officer

Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games

Neil

Carney

Project Director

Rugby League World Cup 2021

Stephen

Brown

Programme Director

Rugby League World Cup 2021

Jon

Dutton

Chief Executive

Tokyo 2020 (Represented by EY Japan)

Akifumi

Okada

Director

Netball World Cup 2019

Jane

Bown

Head of Operations

Cricket World Cup 2019

Steve

Elworthy

Managing Director

Cricket World Cup 2019

Jill

McCracken

Safety & Security Director

Cricket World Cup 2019

Paul

Smith

Head of City & Spectator Experience

Lima 2019

Carlos

Lazarte

Director of Operations

Lima 2019

Jaime

Reusche

Advisor

Invictus Games, Sydney 2018

Patrick

Kidd

CEO

Trade and Investment Queensland

Linda

Apelt

Agent General for Queensland

International Olympic Committee

Kristin

Brynildsen

Winter Sports & IF Relations Manager

GAISF

Pierre

Germeau

Head of Digital Services

Budapest 2017

Miklos

Mihalovits

Procurement Director

Interpol General Secretariat

Michael

Roberts

Programme Manager

International Motor Sports Ltd

Ben

Taylor

Managing Director

MEI Team

Major Events International

Dennis

Mills

Circular Solutions / MEI Associates

Joao

Saravia

Event Risk Management Solutions

Peter

Ashwin

AVM Projetos e Consultoria em Tecnologia

Reinaldo

Pargas

International support with MEI
Major Events International Japan

Kazuki

Sato

Major Events International Japan

Marc

Fuoti

Major Events International Japan

Ken

Gold

BusinessHub (Chile, covering S America)

Veronica

Medina

Major Events International Brazil

Deborah

Levison

Qatar

Steve

Mackie

Qatar

Tilman

Engel

EVENT SPONSORS
Global Service Providers

Safety & Security of crowded places and search
and screening solutions

Major events global logistics

Event Partners

Sponsors

Media Partners
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Games procurement update

Carlos Lazarte, Director of Operations Lima 2019

Steve Rotherham, Liverpool City Region Mayor

Michael Roberts, Interpol Project Stadia

Patrick Kidd, CEO, Invictus Games

Steve Elworthy, Managing Director, CWC 2019
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Jon Dutton, Chief Executive, RLWC 2021
Dennis Mills & Jamie Carragher

Jaime Reusche, Advisor, Lima 2019

Neil Carney, Project Director Birmingham 2022

Spot briefings for MEI Members

Ben Taylor, Managing Director, International Motor Sports

Linda Apelt, Agent-General for Queensland
in the UK, Trade & Investment Queensland

Jane Bown, Head of Operations, Netball
World Cup 2019
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Pre dinner drinks

Awards Dinner venue

Tilman Engel,
Qatar briefing

European
Championship Cup

Anfield, Liverpool FC

Summit Dinner

Brazil vs Serbia live coverage

The MEI Summit Team
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Useful links & key dates

Presentations and videos are only available for MEI Members and attendees,
please email summit@majoreventsint.com

Day 1

Paris 2024
Invictus Games, Sydney 2018
Cricket World Cup 2019
Trade & Investment Queensland
Birmingham 2022 Commonwealth Games

Day 2

Netball World Cup 2019
Rugby League World Cup 2021
SBC Consulting (Qatar briefing)
Wales Rally GB
Lima 2019
EY Japan (Tokyo 2020)

Dates for your diary:
Express your interest by clicking on the event title

What?

When?

Where?

MEI Member Networking Event

26th July

River Thames, London

Paris 2024 visit

23rd August

Paris, France

China Trade Mission
(World Winter Sport Expo & Asian
Games 2022)

21st - 23rd September

Beijing & Hangzhou, China

Japan Trade Mission

25th - 28th September

Tokyo, Japan

Member Symposium

14th November

London Stadium, London

UK Sports and Venues Summit

15th November

London Stadium, London

International Federations Summit

23rd & 24th January 2019

Lausanne, Switzerland

"One of these very unique events where you get organisers, suppliers
and experts from around the globe from many different events".
Tilman Engel, Managing Director, Sports Business
Consulting International
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Major Events Summit
2019

26th & 27th June
Birmingham, UK
Register your interest now!
+44 20 7709 2350

summit@majoreventsint.com

#MEISUMMIT

